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Abstract 

 Ray propagation in the electron cyclotron range of 

frequencies (ECRF) has been studied for simulated two 

dimensional equilibria on the C-2 device[1].  Studies have 

been performed using the Genray[2] ray tracing code, with 

modifications to allow ray trajectories on open magnetic 

flux surfaces.  Primary studies are focused on Electron 

Bernstein Wave[3] (EBW) coupling mechanisms to study 

the potential for microwave heating of Field Reversed 

Configurations (FRC). 

Ray Properties 

 The curvature of the magnetic and density profiles influences the ray 

propagation primarily through changes in the parallel index of 

refraction 

 Trajectories are still dominated by the large perpendicular refractive 

index of the Bernstein modes 

C-2 Equilibria And Genray Modifications 

 Equilibrium codes provide two dimensional axisymmetric data to the 

Genray program, such as profiles of magnetic flux, electron density, 

and electron temperature. 

 Ray tracing calculations are not affected by open or closed flux 

surfaces, but many secondary calculations are written as functions 

of a normalized coordinate ‘’ that is a constant along a flux surface. 

 Open field lines present problems for (z,r)  (, ) mapping as there 

exist flux surfaces that have multiple  spatial locations for a given (, 

) if the center of the coordinate system is kept on the magnetic axis. 

 A solution was found by separating the two different regions  (see 

below) and changing the definition of the angle for the two regions.  

This allows tracking of power deposition as a function of  all the 

way out to the edge of the plasma. 

 Other modifications included two dimensional density and electron 

temperature profiles, which allow these quantities to not be flux 

functions. 
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Two Dimensional Features 

 Characteristic frequencies (shown below) illustrate the large spatial 

variations that impinging waves will encounter 

 Schemes for core FRC heating are limited to low harmonics of the 

electron cyclotron frequency due to the fact that the fundamental is 

never on a closed flux surface, and the damping location of higher 

harmonics gradually moves away from the core 

 Strong gradients in both the axial and radial directions affect ray 

propagation 

Transmission Characteristics 

 Transmission through the O-X coupling region is reasonable large 

 Poloidal angle range:  ~42°± 7, toroidal angle range:  ~0°±10° for 

80% or better transmission 

 Electrostatic nature of the Bernstein mode is evident when 

comparing N.E and NxE 

 Increases in the electromagnetic character of the rays appears as the 

cyclotron resonance location is approached, especially for rays with 

large parallel refractive indices 

Power Deposition 

 Deposition locations are a complicated function of initial conditions 

 Deepest penetration is observed for rays that are launched near the 

axial midplane with toroidal angles near zero degrees 

 Using the optimal angles for deep ray penetration, the plots below 

show power deposition as a function of normalized radius, as well as 

the ray trajectories themselves 

 Most of the power is delivered inside the separatrix  

Conclusions 

 Genray has been modified to accept two dimensional density and temperature profiles, and the modeled region has been extended to open field 

lines 

 Axial gradients and the two dimensional nature of the C-2 FRC equilibrium do not preclude coupling of significant amounts of power to the 

closed field line region of the plasma 

 Propagation characteristics are sensitive to initial conditions, and may have numerical noise in the O-X coupling region 

Future Work 

 Optimal settings for wave launches in different equilibria are of interest as an additional mechanism for electron heating 

 Parametric studies of wave properties e.g. deposition location will be looked at to further assess the feasibility of this heating method 


